Does elevated wall tension cause aortic aneurysm rupture? Investigation using a subject-specific heterogeneous model.
To investigate whether peak wall tension in abdominal aortic aneurysm occurs at the site of rupture to test for a causative relationship. Four ruptured and nine unruptured AAA were harvested whole from cadavers, followed by regional measurements of wall thickness, elastic parameters and failure tension. Finite element models were developed with subject-specific load-free AAA morphology and heterogeneous properties interpolated using a geodesic distance weighted approach from the measurements. The wall tension under uniform pressure and tension to failure tension ratio as an index of susceptibility to rupture were computed. As a secondary aim, the peak wall tension using this heterogeneous model approach was compared to the traditional homogeneous model approach in order to evaluate the reliability of the latter. The average peak wall tension in the ruptured group was 43% higher than in the unruptured group without statistical significance even though it was 54% larger in diameter. The site of peak wall tension was in the vicinity of the site of rupture in two ruptured AAA. The peak tension did not breach failure tension at the rupture site in any of the AAA. The traditional population-wide homogeneous model approach overestimated peak wall tension by just 3% compared to the subject-specific heterogeneous model approach. We failed to find adequate evidence of a causative relationship between peak wall tension and AAA rupture. The findings are not conclusive owing to study limitations such as ignoring intraluminal thrombus, sparse distribution of specimens procured and small study population.